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ADDENDA
In the text reference has been made to the
following scores:
Bach, "Ein1 feste Burg" Breitkopf and Hartel
Bach, "Magnificat in D major" Breitkopf and Hartel
Bach, "Matthaus Passion" Breitkopf and Hartel
Wagner, "Siegfried" B. Schott's Sons
Wagner, "Die Mei ster singer von Nxirmberg" B. Schott's Sons.

A COMPARISON OF THE COUNTERPOINT OF THE
CLASSICAL AND OF THE MODERN PERIODS
I. INTRODUCTION
Counterpoint is that style of musical composition
which existed before harmony, the art of combining intervals
into chords, was discovered. It consisted of adding melody
to melody. As skill was gained in combining melodies, certain
melodic progressions and certain intervals were considered ill-
suited to musical composition and were never used. Later
harmony developed and the progression of each part was consider-
ed in its relation to the harmonic, rather than the melodic,
structure of the composition. Contrapuntal writing did not
disappear, however, after this new style emerged, but was
modified by it and it modified harmonic writing, so that it is
often impossible to tell whether moving parts are written with
the aim of making each a melody, and, therefore, of writing
counterpoint, or whether they are written with the aim of
securing interesting chords, thus producing harmonic effect.
Because of this situation we shall choose as examples of counter-
point any passages characterized by marked melodic independence
of parts.
We have for our comparison the counterpoint of the
classical and of the modern periods of musical history. The
"classical period", in which compositions were written in one
of several definite forms, extended until the middle of
Beethoven's life, or until about 1800. Since that time
composers have disregarded the exacting restrictions of these
forms and have written as their tast^ or fancy le<f them. We
are now living within this later or "modern period".
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It is obvious that the characteristics of a period
or an age are those of the individuals living during that age.
It is also true that prominent individuals exemplify con-
spicuously characteristics of their leas widely known contem-
poraries. These eminent persons, it must be admitted, are often
the leaders of their era; they may really he in advance of their
generation, but even then the influences about them are factors
in their development, and their achievements are those which
distinguish their age from others. They are, because of their
eminence, none the less representative of their era.
John Sebastin Bach was such an eminent repre s s ntat ive
of the classical period. He chose as his vehicle of expression
the forms already established, and his method of writing in the
contrapuntal or polyphonic style was according to the custom of
his day.
Wilhelm Richard Wagner was a similar representative
of the modern period. Since opera was one of the most important
musical forms at this time, it was only natural that he should
have written operas. Polyphony and horaophony were both available,
and he used both.
We shall turn, then, to an examination of the counter-
point in some of the works of these two composers to discover
wherein it differs. Certain definite rules, as was stated
before, restrict the freedom of writers of strict counterpoint.
Composers writing in the contrapuntal style in free composition
have regarded these restrictions as more or less binding there.
The contrast in the counterpoint of the two eras for our
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consideration will "be, therefore, in the degree with which these
restrictions are observed. In this investigation we have
limited our comparison to two of the most important restrictions,
via:- (1) to the skips used in melodic progressions, and (2) to
the intervals between the various melodies or parts. Among the
forbidden skips are the sevenths, the major sixth, and the
chromatic intervals. We shall examine the various works to
discover how frequently these skips occur, choosing the
augmented and the diminished fourth to represent chromatic
skips. Among the forbidden intervals are sevenths, seconds,
fourths, and chromatic intervals. We have chosen the sevenths,
the major second, and the augmented fifth as representative of
these. Since the various forms in which Bach wrote do not
include the opera, which is Wagner's most characteristic form
of expression, we shall choose the oratorios and cantatas of
Bach as the most nearly similar material to compare with the
operas of Wagner. The string parts only of the orchestral score
of these works will he examined.
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XX. COMPARISON OF SKIPS IN WORKS OF BACH AND OF WAGNER.
A casual glance at the Bach "Magnificat in D major"
Convinces us that the various parts move conjunctly* a con-
siderable portion of the time. A careful survey, however,
shows that skips not allowed in strict counterpoint occur
occasionally. The sevenths will be noted first. (1) A skip
of a minor seventh, from c sharp to b (4:3:4)t may be explained
as an interrupted scale passage, for the b returns to the b an
octave lower, and the movement is conjunct for several notes
after as well as before. (2) A second skip of a minor seventh
occurs in the next measure (4:17:5). The notes are e and the d
above it followed by c sharp. This makes another interrupted
scale passage, for conjunct motion follows the note, making the
leap, which is repeated in sequential form in the next measure
where the skip of a seventh (3) occurs between a and g (4:17:6).
Thus in the first sixteen measures of the first number of the
"Magnificat" there are only three skips of sevenths, each of
which is minor, and each of which causes an interrupted scale
pas sage
.
In the first fifty-one measures of the second number ?
a soprano solo with string accompaniment, this same skip occurs
three times; first (4) between c sharp and b (21:1:3), again
(5) between g sharp and f sharp (22:1:4), and (6) between e and
d (22:5:4). In all of these examples the note following that
which makes the skip decends to the next scale degree within
Conjunct movement is "stepwise ascending or descending progress-
ion along the line of the prevailing scale." Percy G-oetschitts
in "Applied Counterpoint".
tWhere three numbers occur they indicate page, staff, and measure
Where four numbers occur they indicate page, brace, staff, andmeasure « *
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the interval skipped. The skips cause, therefore, interrupted
scale passages.
Other works of Bach contain this skip of a seventh.
An examination of fifty-four measures, beginning with page
nineteen of chorus Ho. 1 of "Ein1 feste Burg" shows it occurring
five times:- (7) from d to c (23:12:7), (8) from c sharp to b
(24:12:2), (9) from g sharp to f sharp (24:12:5), (10) from e
sharp to d (25:12:1), and (11) from a sharp to g (25:12:4).
These last two skips are diminished sevenths, the first found
thus far.
In the second number of this same cantata, a duet for
tenor and base, there are, in the unison violin and viola parts,
many skips not allowed in strict counterpoint. A careful exam-
ination of this work, however, shows that each part is in reality
two parts written for one instrument. If one reads one of
these parts omitting every other note, the remaining notes form a
complete melody with the usual skips. The omitted notes do
the same.
^rt-jXs. Ha^TCI "VU.l..
An explanation of paeeages of this character is
given by Goetschins in his "Applied Counterpoint".*
Five skips of minor sevenths are found in sixteen
measures of the "St. Matthew Passion 1!. They occur (12) from f
sharp to e (35:1:8:1), (13) on the same staff in measure 3, from
a to g, (14) also in measure 5 from e to f sharp, (15) from
Page 7, Examples 19 a and 19 b.
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f sharp to e (35:2:7:3), and (16) from f sharp to g sharp
(35:2:8:1)
.
In the one hundred and thirty-seven measures of Bach's
counterpoint examined there are sixteen skips of sevenths, or
an approximate average of one such skip for each eight and one
half measures. Of these sevenths all are minor excepting two,
which are diminished.
In Act I of Wagner's "Siegfried" the following four
skips of the seventh occur within thirteen measures, commencing
with the double bar on page 223:- (l) from a to g flat (223J2:
5:6, and 10:6-7), (2) from b to a flat (224;1;5,6, and 9: 1-2),
from d flat to c (224:1:5,6,7, and 9: 3-4), and (4) from b flat
to a (224:1:5,6,7, and 9:6).
An interrupted scale passage in which a skip of a
seventh in each measure keeps each part within a small compass
occurs on pages 252 and 253. The skips are:- (5) from c to b
flat (252:12:4); (6) from d to c (252*12 and 13:5); (7) from b
flat to a (252*12 and 13:5),' (8) on the same staves in measure
6 from e to d ,-a»d (9) from d to c, *»4 (10) from f to e flat,
(11) from d to cj and (12) from d to c (253:13,14 and 15:1).
In Act II of "Siegfried" a passage of eleven measures
contains the following skips of sevenths:- (13) from a sharp to
g (272:2:1 and 2:3-4), (14) from f sharp to e (373:1:1 and 2:3-4),
(15) from b to a (273:2:1 and 2:2), (16) from f sharp to e
(273:2:1 and 2:3), and (17) from d sharp to c (273:2:1 and 2:4).
An examination was also made of a passage in "Die
Meistersinger"
. In twenty-six measures of Act I, beginning
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with the double bar on page 162, there are four skips of
sevenths. The leap from a to g oocurs three times:- (18)
(163:8:2), (19) (163:8:4), (20) (163:9:2). (21) The Jump from g
sharp to f sharp occurs (164:12:5).
The total number of measures of Wagner's counterpoint
examined in the above investigation was fifty-six. The result
was that twenty-one skips of sevenths were discovered making
an approximate average of one such skip in every two and two
thirds measures. This, it can readily be seen, is a much more
frequent appearance of this skip in Wagner's works than in those
of Baoh where there was one skip in every eight and one half
measures. Also there is a greater variety of kinds of sevenths
in Wagner's compositions than in Bach's. In the example from
the former there are two major sevenths, four diminished sevenths
and fifteen minor sevenths, while in those from the latter there
are no major sevenths, only two diminished sevenths, and
fourteen minor sevenths. It should also be remembered that more
than twice as many measures from 3ach's works as from Wagner's
were examined to secure this variety. The skips in Bach's
compositions occur in interrupted scale passages more frequently
than they do in Wagner's. The tendency of modern counterpoint
to follow progressions of broken chords or arpeggios rather than
of scale passages is revealed here.
Returning to the first fifty-one measures of No. 2
of the Bach "Magnificat in D", we find skips of major sixths
occurring:- (1) from a to f sharp (22:2:2:6), (2) from d to b
(22:2:4:7-8), and (3) from b to d (22:3:5:2).
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In the "St. Matthew Passion" three skips of this
same kind occur in the first nine measures of No. 1, a double
chorus. They are:- (4) from a to f sharp (1:10:4), (5) from
e to g (1:10:3), and (6) from g to e (2:10:3). Five skips of
major sixths occur in No. 7, a chorus of eleven measures. THey
are:- (7) from d to b and (8) from e to c (25:5:2), (9) from
f to d (25:5:3), (10) from d to b (26:1:5:4), and (11) from b
flat to g (26:2:5:3). In the first sixteen measures of Ho.
12, a soprano aria, this skip occurs: (12) from d to b (35:1:7:3),
(13) from c sharp to e (35:2:8:2), and (14) from d to b (35:2:8:3)
In "Ein*1 feste Burg" an examination of fifty-four
measures of chorus No. 1, beginning with page nineteen, reveals
three major sixths. The first (15) from b to d (23:12:2), the
second (16) from b to d also (24:12:1), and the third (17) from
f sharp to a (24:12:4.).
In a total of 141 measures from Bach's works examined
for major sixths, there are seventeen such skips, making an
approximate average of one for every eight and one fourth measures
In Act I of Wagner's "Siegfried" the following four
skips of major sixths occur in the thirteen measures following
the double bar on page 223:- (1) from a flat to b (223:2:5*6 and
10:5-6), (2) on the same staves, in measure 7 from b flat to g;
(3) from b flat to g (224:1:5,6, and 10:1), and (4) on the same
staves, in measure 2-3 from c to a.
Ten measures in the second act were examined, beginning
with the second measure in the second brace on page 272. The
following seven skips of major sixths were found:- (5) from e
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to c sharp (272 :2: 5: 3), ( 6) from e to c sharp again (272:2: 5:4),
(7), (8), from g to e (273:1:5:1), (273:1:5:2), (9) from e to
g (273:1:5:3), (10) from a to f sharp (273:2:5:1), and from f
sharp to d sharp (273:2:5:4).
In Act I of "Die Meistersinger" this skip occurs
twice in eighteen measures following the second measure on page
2. The skips are: (12) from a to c (4:17:4), and (13) from
f to d (5:17:4). In ten measures beginning with page 229 it
occurs four times:- from f to d (229:18 and 19:1), (15) from g
to e (230:15:1), (16) from g to e (230:15:2), and (17) from
c to g (231:4:2). It appears four times in twenty-seven measures
beginning with page 315. The skips are:- (18) from a to c
(315:1:6:2), (19) from g to 9 (317:3:7:3), (20) from g to e
(318:1:8:2), and (21) from g to e (318:2:4:1).
In Act III this same skip occurs three times in the
fifteen measures beginning with measure one on page f orty-three
.
The skips are: (22) from b to d (43:1:2:3), (23) from d to f
(43:2:3:2), and (24) from f to a (43:3:2:1).
We find, therefore, that in ninety-three measures of
music by Wagner there are twenty-four skips of major sixths,
making an average of one such skip in every three and three-
fourths measures. This skip occurred once in every eight and
one fourth measures of the Bach works examined. This shows that
the major sixth was used much less frequently in the chromatic
than in the modern period.
Skips of chromatic intervals, forbidden in strict
counterpoint, occur occasionally in the works of Bach. The
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augmented fourth appears in the following places in sixteen
measures of the "St. Matthew Passion", beginning with page
thirty-five:- (1) from e to a sharp (35:2:7:1), (2) from e
to a sharp again (36:1:7:4), and (3)froai g to o sharp (36:
1:8:4). In each one of these examples the chromatic scale
degree introduces a transition in key. The fifty-four measures
beginning with page nineteen in "Ein* feete Burg" contain one
skip of the augmented fourth (4) from e to a sharp (22:6:6:7).
Twenty-seven measures following measure one of page twenty-seven
of the "Magnificat" also contain only one augmented fourth (5)
from d to g sharp (29:7:1).
This makes a total of five skips in the ninety-seven
measures examined for augments fourths, or an average of one
such skip in each nineteen and two fifths measures.
Turning to Wagner's works we find one skip of the
augmented fourth in twenty-six measures, commencing with page
162 of Act I of "Die Meistersinger 8 . (1) It is from e to b
flat (164:7:1). Another example of this skip, the only one in the
sixteen measures following measure two on page four occurs
(2) from f sharp to c (5:17:2).
In "Siegfried* the thirty-two measures of Act II,
beginning with page 272, brace 2, measure 3, contain the follow-
ing four skips of augmented fourths:- (3) from a to d sharp
(273:2:3:1), (4) from d sharp to a (273; 2: 3jL- 2 ) , (5) from a
(273:1:5:4) to d sharp (273:2:5:1), (6) from c to f sharp
(273:2:5:1-2)
.
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ia thirteen measures of Act I, counting from the
double bar on page 223, the following skips of augmented fourths
occur on page 224, brace 2:- (7) on staves 7 and 8, measure 2,
from c to g flat, (8) on staff 9, measure 2, from a to e flat,
(9) on staves 7 and 8, from a to e flat, (19) on staff 9,
measure 3 from c to g flat.
In the eighty-nine measures examined there are ten
augmented fourths, an approximate average of one skip in each
nine measures. These chromatic scale degrees do not lead to
transitions in key, but appear rather as altered scale degrees.
From this investigation we see that augmented fourths appear
more than twice as frequently in the works of Wagner as in the
works of Bach where there was one such interval in every
nineteen and two fifths measures. In Bach's works they cause
a temporary, but clearly distinguishable, modulation to a new
key, while in Wagner*s they do not.
Another chromatic skip that occurs occasionally in the
compositions of Bach is the diminished fourth. In the first six-
teen measures of No. 12, a soprano aria, in the "St. Matthew
Passion", it occurs three times; once from d to a sharp (35:1:9:1)
and twice from d to a sharp (35:2:9:4). In w Ein ? feste Burg"
this skip occurs twice in fifty-four measures following measure
one on page nineteen. The first skip (4) is from c sharp to
f (20:5:5). The second skip (5) is i&*£k-A sharp to g (22:5:4).
there are no skips of diminished fourths in the twenty- seven
measures of the "Magnificat" beginning with measure one on
page twenty- seven
.
In these ninety-seven measures examined
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there are five skips of the diminished fourth, an average of
one skip in each nineteen and two fifths measures of Bach's
works
.
Passages in Wagner's works have this skip occurring in
the following plaoes. In "Siegfried" it occurs four times in
the thirteen measures following the double har on page 223. The
first time (1) is Soffi»d flat to a (223:2:5,6, and 10:6), the
second (2) is from e flat to b (224:1:5,6, and 9:1), the third
(3) is from a flat to • (224:1:5,6, and 9:4), the fourth (4)
is from c flat to g (224;1,5,6, and 9:6).
In Act I of "Die Me iste rainge r" in the twenty-six
measures from page 162 the skip from f sharp to d oocura four
times in measures 1 (5), 2 (6), 3 (7), and 4 (8) on page 163
staff 8. In the eighteen measures counting from measure two
on page two, the skip from f to c sharp occurs four times; once
(9) in measure 3 M and twice (10), (11) in measure 4 on page 3,
staff 16, and once (12) on page 3, staves 18 and 19, measure 4.
This same skip from f to c sharp occurs once in six measures
counting from measure one on page eighty-seven (13) (88:4:1).
In the sixty-three measures examined thirteen
diminished fourths were discovered making an approximate average
of one such interval for each four and three fourths measures
in Wagner's works. This is slightly more than four times as
frequent an appearance of this interval in Wagner's works as
in Bach's, where it occurred only once in each nineteen and two
fifths measures.
It is evident, from these investigations that skips
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forbidden by the rules of strict counterpoint were used by
Bach,, and, therefore, by the composers of the classical period.
It is also evident, from the examination of Wagner's music,
that the composers of the modern period use these same skips
approximately three and one half times as frequently as did
their predecessors in the classical period. %he use of
scalewise progressions in the classical period as contrasted
with broken chord or arpeggio progressions in the modern period
has been noted, as has the use of a greater variety of sevenths
in skips in the modern than in the classical period.
I
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III. COMPARISON OF INTERVALS IN WORKS OF BACH AND WAGNER.
We come now to the second comparison, that in which
the difference in the intervals between the various melodies
or parts in the works of Bach and of Wagner is to he ascertained
In choosing the intervals named in the introduction as represent
ative of those forbidden in strict counterpoint we took the
rules of two part counterpoint as a basis of selection, because
of the complexity of the limitations within which certain
intervals, forbidden in two part counterpoint may be used when
several parts are being written. Since in free composition
these limitations do not exist, the best way to find contrasts
seemed to be to compare the intervals found here with those for-
bidden in strict oounterpoint of two parts. The intervals to b
compared are, therefore, the sevenths, the major second and the
augmented fifth.
The interval of the major seventh does not appear in
the first 'eight measures of "Ein1 feste Burg", nor in the first
twenty-four measures of No. 7, a duet\ for alto and tenor. In
twenty-four measures of the "Magnificat in D major", beginning
with page 21, this interval appears three times between g and f
sharp: (1) (21:1: 5 and 3:3), (2) (21:2:5 and 2:4) and (3)
(21:3:5 and 2:4)
.
In the six measures of chorus No. 5 of the "St.
Matthew Passion" there is one interval of the major seventh. It
is (4) (24:24 and 17:2) from f to e.
In the sixty-two measures of Bach's works examined
in the above survey, the interval of the major seventh occurs
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four times,, are average of once in each fifteen and one half
measure s
.
In Act I of Wagner's "Siegfried", fifteen measures,
counting from page 31, contain the following five intervals of
major sevenths:- (l) (31:21: 8 and 7:2) from g to f sharp,
and (2) from f to e; (3) (32:1:10 and 6:2) from g to f sharp;
(4) (32:1:10 and 7?3) from e flat to d; and (5) (32:2:1 1 and
8:2) from d flat to c.
In Act III, five measures beginning with page 295
contain four intervals of major sevenths. The first (6) is
295; lOand 9:1) from g to f sharp; the second (7) (295, 12
and 8:3) from g to f sharp; the third (8) (296jl0 and 8:1)
from e to d sharp; and the fourth'(9) (269:9 and 8:2), from
e to d sharp. Eight measures of "Die Meistersinger", counting
from measure 3 on page 506 contain no major sevenths.
In the above mentioned twenty-eight measures from
Wagner's works, the interval of the major seventh occurs nine
times, making an approximate average of once in every three
measures. This is about five times as frequent as in the
examples from Bach where it occurred only once in fifteen and
one half measures.
The interval of the minor seventh occurs rather
frequently in Bach's works, but in many instances it is a
suppension. Since the sevenths in Wagner's compositions do
not resolve immediately to consonate intervals, as do those
in the suspensions of Bach we have not included them in our
summary of the minor sevenths.
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In the first twenty-four measures of the accompaniment
to the soprano solo, "Et exul tavit apiri tus meus" in the Bach
Magnificat" the following four intervals of the minor seventh
occur: (1) (21:1:2 and 1:4) from e to d, (2) (21:1:5 and 3:5)
from f sharp to e, (3) (21:2:3 and 1;1) from e to d, (4)
(23:1:5 and 1:1) from b to a.
In the six measures of chorus No. 5 of the "St.
Matthew Passion" these intervals of minor sevenths occur: (5)
(23:24 and 17:3) from e to d, ; (6) (24:12 and 6:1) f rom d to c,
(7) (24:12 and 6:2) from e to d, (8) (24:12 and 7:2) from
a to g, (9) (24:12 and 5:2), from b to a, (10) and (11)
(24:24 and 18:2) twice from g to f, and (12) (224:24 and 19:
2) from a to g.
The average frequency of the occurrence of these
twelve intervals of minor sevenths within the thirty measures
examined is one in every two and one-half measures.
In Act II of Wagner f s "Siegfried" eleven measures,
counting from the third measure in the second brace on page 272,
contain the following intervals of minor sevenths;- (l) (272:2:
6 and 3:3) from f sharp to 9, (2) on the same staves in measure
4 the same interval occurs again, (3) (273:1: 6 and 2;3) from a
to Z> (4) (273:1:6 and 1:1) from c sharp to b, (5) (273:1:3
and 2:3) from f sharp to e, (6) (273:1:6 and 3:3) from f sharp
to e again, (7) (273:2:5 and 1:1) from a to g, (8) (273:2: 6 and
5:2). from f sharp to e, (9) (273:2:5 and 1:3) from e to d, and
(10) (274:1:10 and 9:1) from b to a.
In this same act, five measures beginning with page
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ninety-five contain seven examples of the interval of the
minor seventh. They are: (11) (295:9 and 10:2) from a to b,
(12) (296:10 and 8:1) from c sharp to b, (13) (296:9 and 8:1)
from e to d, (14) 296:10 and 8:2) from a sharp to g sharp,
(15) and (16) (296:9 and 8:2) from g sharp to f sharp, twice in
this measure; and (17) (296:10 and 8::2) from a sharp to g sharp.
In "Die Meistsrs inger" eleven measures of Act I,
counting from page 109, contain three intervals of the minor
seventh. They are (18) (109:3 and 7:2) from e to d
;
(19) (109:
12 and 8:3) from a to g, (20) (110: 11 and 6:2) from d flat to c
sharp
.
In these passages from Wagner twenty intervals of
minor sevenths occur in the twenty-seven measures reviewed, or
an approximate average of one such interval for each one and one
fourth measure of Wagner's works.
In the examples from Bach the minor seventh occurred
once in every two and one half measures. It is, therefore, twice
as frequent in Wagner^ as in Bach, although it occurs often
in both.
The interval of the diminished seventh seems to have
been avoided by Bach, for none of the sixty-two measures examined
contain it. The passages surveyed were twenty-four measures of
the soprano solo "Et exultavit spiritus meus" from the " Magni f i cat"
the six measures of chorus No. 5 of the "St. Matthew Passion",
the first eight measures of BEinN feste Burg" and twenty-four
measures of No. 7 a duett for alto and tenor in the same cantata
In Wagner's music this interval occurs occasionally.
In Act II of "Siegfried", commencing with measure 3, brace 2,
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page 272, it occurs once in eleven measures:- (l) (273:2:6 ana 3:1)
from d 9harp to c. It does not occur in sixteen measures of Act
III counting from measure 2 on pages 36 and 37, nor in eight
measures of Act I, counting from measure 1, brace 2, on page 208.
It does appear in "Die Meistereinger^ (2) (109:8: and 7:1) from f
sharp to e flat. The passage examined was eleven measures from
page 109 in Act I. These two occurrences of the interval of
the diminished seventh in the forty-six measures examined make
an average of one such interval in each twenty-three measures of
Wagner's works. Not one single example of this interval was
discovered in the sixty-two measures from Bach's works which
were examined.
The interval of the major second, like the minor
seventh, occurs frequently in Bach's works in suspension, but
examples of this kind will not be noted for the same reason that
sevenths in suspensions were not. When two parts are moving
at the distance of an octave apart, the interval of the ninth
will be considered the same as the second.
In six measures of the "Magnificat", counting from
page twenty-seven, the following three intervals of major seconds
occur:- (I) (27:13 and 7:1) from f sharp to g sharp, (2) (28:13
and 6:1) from d sharp to e sharp, and (3) (28:13 and 6:2) from
f sharp to g sharp.
The first twelve measures of chorus Ho. 5 of tt Ein >
feste Burg" contain five examples of the interval of the second.
They are:- (4) from g to a (53:11 and 9:3), (5) from d to 3L -
(54: 11 and 9:1, (6) from a to b (54: 10 and 9:3), (7) from b
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to sharp (54:10 and 9:2), and (8) from d to e (54:10 and 9:5)
In the twenty-four measures counting from page twenty-
one of the "Magnificat" the following examples of the major
second occur:- (9) from d to e (21:15 and 3:2), (10)on the same
staves in measure 4 from g to a, (11) from g to a (21:1:5 and l:bj,
(12) from a to b (21:2:5 and 1:1), (13) from d to e (21:2:5 and
1:7), (14) from a to b (21:3:5 and 1:1), and (15) from d to e
(21:3: 5 and 2:7)
.
In the passage just examined for major seconds fifteen
occurred in the forty-two measures, or an average of one in each
two and four-fifths measures.
In Act II of "Siegfried" five major seconds occur in the
five measures counting from page 295. They are:- (1) from e to
f sharp (295:9 and 8:3), (2) f rom e to f sharp again (296:1C and 8:
1), (3) from g sharp to a sharp (296:9 and 8:2, and (4) from e to
f sharp (296:9 and 8:2), and (5) from c sharp to d sharp (296:
10 and 8:2)
.
In eleven measures of Act I of "Die Mei st ersinger"
,
counting from page 109, the following major seconds occur:- (6)
from d to e (109:7 and 6:2), (7) from g to a (109:13 and 12:2),
(8) from g flat to a flat (110:1:7 and 6:1), (9) from f to g
(110:1:7 and 6:3), (10) from b flat to c (110:1:11 and 10:3),
and (11) and (12) twice from b to c sharp (lll:l:l«0 and 6:1).
On page 502, counting from measure three there were no major
seconds in thirteen measures.
In the twenty-nine measures from Wagner examined
there are eleven major seconds, an approximate average of one
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suoh interval in every two and three fifths measures. This
is only a slightly more frequent occurrence of this interval
than in Bach's works where it appeared onoe in every two and
four-fifths measures.
The last interval to be considered is the augmented
fifth. In the Bach choral No. 8 of "Einx feste Burg" the entire
twelve measures do not contain this interval. Neither does it
appear in the nine measures of chorus No. 5, beginning with
measure five on page fifty-seven. The first twenty-four measures
of the soprano solo "Et exultavit spiritus meus" which begins on
page twenty-one of t he "Magni f i cat" does not contain this interval.
Also it does not appear in chorus No. 5, a passage of six
measures, in the "St. Matthew Passion", nor in the eleven
measures of chorus No. 14. There are, therefore, no intervals of
augmented fifths in these sixty-two measures of Bach's works.
In Act I of Wagner's "Siegfried" there are several
passages where there are series of consecutive augmented fifths
or augmented fii fths alternated with other intervals. One such
passage occurs (237:1:1 and 3:1 to 3) and (237:2:4 and 6:1 to 3)
where approximately every other note in the sixteen notes in
each measure forms an augmented fifth with a note in a part
below it. Another series of augmented fifths, sometimes written
as minor sixths occurs (238:7 and 9:1-3). This passage continues
to page 249 with the first and second violin, and sometimes the
viola and cello parts also in consecutive augmented fifths.
This passage includes twenty-five measure*.
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In Act I of "Die Meistersinger" the twenty-two
measures, counting from measure 4 on trace one of page 684, do
not contain any examples of the interval of the augmented fifth.
From the examination of these passages in Wagner's music it is
evident that the interval of the augmented fifth is used, not
occasionally here and there throughout his works, but with
extreme frequency in a few passages. This characteristic method
of its use makes a mathematical calculation of the frequency
of its occurrence useless for the comparatively small number of
measures examined for the teats in these investigations.
We have seen that the intervals of the diminished
seventh and of the augmented fifth did not appear in the passages
from the works of Bach. We may conclude, then, that they were
not used
;
or were used rarely, by the composers of the classical
period. Total calculations for all the intervals examined,
except the augmented fifth, show that they occur approximately
two and one fourth times as frequently in the modern as in the
classical period. From the investigation of skips we found that
they occurred three and one half times as frequently in the
modern as in the classical period. The composers of the modern
period, therefore, use forbidden skips and intervals much more
frequently than did their predecessors of the classical period.

IV. TABULATED SUMMARY
BACH WAGNER
No. ef No. of Freq. of No. of No. of Freq. of
Skips measures examples occurrence measures example s occurrence
examined found of each cne examined found of each one
7ths 137 1 o I/a mea s
.
56 21 2 2/3 meas.
Ma j . 6ths 141 17 8 1/4 93 24 3 3/4
Aug . 4ths 97 5 19 2/5 89 10 9
Dim. 4th 97 5 19 2/15 o 3 13 4 3/4
Intervals
Maj .7th 62 4 15 1/2 28 9 3
Min.7th 30 12 2 1/2 27 20 1 1/4
Dim. 7th 62 46 2 23
Ma j .2nd 42 15 2 29 11 2 3/5



